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GOOD WILL MASSAGES
The Executive Vice President of the World
Federation

of

Engineering

Organisations

(WFEO) and former FAEO President Engr. M. B.
Shehu, congratulated and acknowledged all those
who were present. He encouraged unity and hard
work to bridge the gaps threatening development

The FAEO President's Speech
By Eng. Martin Manuhwa

in the continent of Africa. He further encouraged
members to register as FAEO and WFEO members
respectively.

President Martin Manuhwa, in his opening speech,

Burkina

welcomed

Sanitation, who is also a member of Order of

and

acknowledged

the

respective

Fa SO

Minister

of

Water

and

dignitaries and eminent engineers present. He

Engineers

expressed his delight on the robust membership of

Ambroise congratulated all those present and

the newly launched CAFEO. He stressed on the need

expressed his excitement to be part of the occasion.

for a united Africa that is strong and speak with a

He added that the government and engineering

single voice in global events and most notably at the

organisations of the various countries

in Africa, should

World Federation

work together to have a

sustainable and

of Engineering

Organisations

functional

(WFEO).
He particularly acknowledged

Ing. Fils Kazadi

Nkashamba for his commitment and tireless effort in
bringing the different Francophone Professional
Engineering

Institutions/Organisations

Burkina

engineering

Faso,

Ing. Ouadraogo

institutions,

who

will

contribute to the development of Africa

and

the global community at large

CLOSING REMARK

PEIS/PEOs) together. Eng Martin Manuhwa spoke

The

on some benefits of joining the FAEO to include

President Elect, Ing. Carlien Bou- Chedid, who

opportunities of executing joint projects, capacity

expressed her gratitude over the successful

building, conferences, solutions’ to African poverty,

launching of the CAFEO platform. She added

solutions to African Poor Infrastructure and a lot

that, she is confident that through this great

more.

effort of commitment, African Engineers will

FAEO President encouraged that more women and

be able to achieve more and forge stronger

youths should take to engineering. He further

relationships and profitable partnerships. She

enjoined

ended by appreciating all those who were

all

to

pursue

quality

education

and

standard by joining the International Engineering
Alliance (IEA). He finally charged everyone present
to join in working together to build the Africa we
want.
For more information visit www.faeo.org Tel:
+234863812689, +2348033648809
Email: executivedirector@faeo.org, info@faeo.org
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